
 

AUSTRALIA
Starting From :Rs.:80942 Per Person

8 Days / 7 Nights
AUSTRALIA

..........

Package Description
AUSTRALIA
The History of Australia refers to the history of the area and people of the Commonwealth of Australia and its preceding Indigenous and colonial

societies. ... A First Fleet of British ships arrived at Botany Bay in January 1788 to establish a penal colony, the first colony on the Australian

 mainland.

..........

Itinerary
 

Day.1
Gold coast

Today is your arrival in Brisbane or Gold coast. After immigration clearance please proceed to

your coach which shall transfer you from Brisbane international/Gold coast airport to Gold coast

surfer’s paradise hotel. Upon arrival in Gold coast you shall be checked in at hotel. Later in

evening proceed to an Indian restaurant to enjoy your buffet dinner (Commuting from/to restaurant

on your own). Overnight at hotel.

Meals:N A 

Optional: N A

Day.2
Movie world tour with lunch

Today after breakfast proceed for a full day tour of Movie world. Board your coach from hotel to

Movie world. Visit Warner Bros. Movie World on Australia's Gold Coast - where movie magic

happens everyday! As the only Australian movie related theme park, you will experience a fun-

filled, Gold Coast theme park family adventure with all the glitz and glamour of Hollywood. Meet

your favourite stars and enjoy all the behind the scenes action, comedy stunts and exhilarating

rides, shows and attractions! Batwing Spaceshot: Get ready to go ballistic with an extreme

adrenalin rush that will leave you a bit batty! The aweseome new Batwing Spaceshot is a rapid

4.5G vertical launch up a 60 metre tower, followed by a drop into a breathtaking negative descent

- beyond freefall! Superman Escape: Warner Bros. Movie World's Superman Escape is an

unprecedented roller coaster ride experience with an exciting pre-show adventure themed around

the world's most popular Super Hero. Guests commence their adventure in Metropolis subway

loading dock. As they travel through the subway, a terrifying earthquake takes hold and threatens

their safe passage. To escape the catastrophe, Superman rescues guests by propelling their

carriage out then vertically upwards at 100km per hour. What follows is an exhilarating and hair

raising roller coaster ride experience like no other on the planet. Shrek 4D Adventure: Take
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adventure to the next dimension with the all-new Shrek 4-D Adventure. Join Shrek, Donkey and

Princess Fiona in an all-new adventure which picks up where the movie 'Shrek' left off. You can

also meet the big, green and lovable Ogre and his new bride as they join the star-studded cast of

characters who appear daily. It's a full-sensory Ogre-load. Shrek it out. Matrix Revealed - The

Official Matrix Exhibit In a world first, and unique to Warner Bros. Movie World, a variety of original

sets and props are housed in the Official Matrix Exhibit, which allows guests to immerse

themselves in the world of the Matrix. The Official Matrix Exhibit brings to life the continuing story

of Neo, Trinity and Morpheus in the ongoing struggle against the machines and Agent Smith.

Scooby-Doo Spooky Coaster - the scariest, spookiest, spine-tingling Rollercoaster ever created.

This 13 million dollar indoor rollercoaster ride launches guests on a hair-raising journey complete

with laser lighting and sound effects, animatronics and a kaleidoscope of colour, depth, height and

trickery of dimension. Featuring carefully replicated coaster cars from Scooby-Doo the film, guests

enter the creepy dimly lit courtyard and move into the heart of Spooky Castle, where ghouls,

gargoyles and the odd talking suit of amour may appear. Lethal Weapon - The Ride: Unique to

Australia, Lethal Weapon offers an exhilarating thrill ride experience featuring over 765 metres of

non-stop drops, dives, bends, rollovers, sidewinders, double spins, loops and plungers. You'll see

your feet against the sky, encounter five complete upside down experiences, travel at 85 km/hr

and feel 4G's of gravity on the totally awesome Lethal Weapon. Wild West Falls Adventure Ride

Definitely a ride for cowboys not cowards, Wild West Falls Adventure Ride is an action-packed, six

minute adventure propelled by more than a million litres of wicked water. The biggest surprise is

saved for last- a 20 metre, 70 km/hr heart stopping drop to the final splashdown. Batman

Adventure - The Ride 2 Australia's most amazing adventure ride continues to thrill guests with a

new simulator journey starring the best of Batman villains in a high tech, high sped showdown with

the Caped Crusader. Every jolt, every turn and every lurch is experienced as advanced computer

technology makes the free flight sensation seem real. The multi-million dollar ride incorporates the

latest in animation and computer generated technology. Road Runner Rollercoaster Experience

the fun of the Road Runner Rollercoaster, Australia's only family rollercoaster. This cool new ride

is situated in Looney Tunes Village. Join Wile E Coyote as he chases the Road Runner from the

ACME Fireworks Factory through the Arizona Desert in an exciting journey of twists and turns, ups

and downs. Its a fun and fast adventure for the whole family. Police Academy Stunt Show

Remember Commandant Lassard and his bumbling team of incompetent Police Cadets... well

now witness their crazy mistakes first hand. The insane, crazy and catastrophic Police Academy

Stunt Show is an all action, all live stunt expose featuring awesome highfalls, huge explosions and

sensational car chases..........and crashes. Looney Tunes Village - A magical cartoon world for the

young and young at heart Home to the much loved Looney Tunes characters including Bugs

Bunny, Daffy Duck, Tweety, Sylvester, Wile E Coyote and Foghorn Leghorn, Looney Tunes

Village also boasts the colourful cartoon-themed rides including Yosemite Sam Railroad, the

Tweety and Sylvester carousel, Taz's Hollywood Cars and Marvin the Martian's Rocket Ride.

Board the popular Road Runner Rollercoaster and the Looney Tunes River Ride, or get wet in the

Looney Tunes Splash Zone - an awesome interactive water fountain. Main Street Entertainment

Movie Magic comes to life every day in Main Street, the entertainment hub of Warner Bros. Movie
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World: Star Parade: The Star Parade features all of your favourite Warner Bros.Movie World

characters, including Scooby Doo and the gang, Austin Powers, the loveable Looney Tunes

characters and all the blockbuster superheroes and villains. Bat Attack: This spectacular

performance features the caped crusaders Batman and Robin in the ultimate battle against evil on

the streets of Warner Bros. Movie World. Don't miss the fight for justice featuring fully

choreographed kicks, punches, whips and tumbles. Return to hotel and Later in evening proceed

to an Indian restaurant to enjoy your buffet dinner (Commuting from/to restaurant on your own).

Overnight at hotel.

Meals:Breakfast Lunch & Dinner  

Optional: N A

Day.3
Sea world tour with lunch

Today after breakfast board your coach from hotel to Sea world. Inclusions: Polar Bear Shores,

Dolphin Cove and Quest for the Golden Seal, Cartoon Network Cartoon Beach, Australia's first

Monorail, Sky High skyway, Shark Bay, Henry (Polar Beach Club) and The. Contact marine life

wonders and experience a whole world of amazing rides, shows and attractions at Sea World. The

multi-award winning 25 hectare (61 acre) attraction combines the amazing world under the sea

with a whole world of fun to provide a full day's exciting entertainment for people of all ages.

Marine Attractions: Shark Bay: Get up close and personal at Shark Bay at Sea World! Shark Bay

is the world's largest man-made lagoon system for sharks and houses some of the most awe-

inspiring of the species in an innovative exhibit. History reflects a turbulent relationship between

man and sharks - one of the world's greatest predators. Shark Bay reveals a new dimension of

understanding and will unravel the mystery and misconception surrounding this majestic marine

species. The two-level exhibit provides spectacular viewing for guests both above-water as well as

underwater through three 10 x 3 metre windows, allowing guests to come face to face with the

large sharks, stingrays and a range of exotic tropical fish. Shark Bay comprises of three main

zones all allowing for unsurpassed viewing and interaction, including a touch pool, a snorkel and

dive lagoon and a shark lagoon housing the world's most feared sharks. So come and conquer

your fears at Sea World's Shark Bay - the closer you get the more you learn! Polar Bear Shores:

Come and see Australia's only Polar bears in their home at Sea World's Polar Bear Shores - one

of the most technologically advanced exhibits for Polar bears in the world. Sea World adopted two

orphaned Polar bear cubs, Hudson and Nelson, who were found in the wilds of Canada and have

been taken into care at the naturalistic and enriching Polar Bear Shores. Guests can visit the cute

and playful bear cubs along with their newest friend, Lia. All bears are housed at Polar Bear

Shores, featuring the tundra environment of the Arctic summer in a state-of-the-art display. Visitors

to Polar Bear Shores can observe the bear's graceful underwater swimming and playful behaviors

through large underwater viewing windows and are able to learn about these massive marine

mammals through detailed information boards and fascinating interpretive information. With a

cascading waterfall and a winding creek, a large main pool that is up to four metres deep to

encourage deep and shallow diving, an array of climbing outcrops, fallen trees, shrubs and other

structures and a strategically placed rock platform enabling long distance viewing across the
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exhibit and beyond, Polar Bear Shores is a naturalistic environment which aims to constantly

stimulate the bears. The inclusion of many different natural substrates such as loam, gravel, river

stone, rocks and natural bedding are utilized throughout the exhibit to encourage the bears to dig,

burrow and explore. While strategically placed wind generation fans direct several interesting

smells and scents, to stimulate the bears' olfactory senses, and the exhibit also features rain

simulation, and misting and fogging. Polar Bear Shores is the only exhibit in Australia where you

can see the world's largest land carnivore up close, and one that provides a unique educational

experience that assists, through a wider public awareness, the conservation effort of this perfectly

adapted marine mammal. Penguin Point: Sea World has opened a new state of the art Fairy

Penguin exhibit Penguin Point. This wonderful new exhibit is currently home to 11 gorgeous Fairy

Penguins, with more birds on their way from zoos around Australia. Penguin Point is located at the

northern end of Sea World near Dolphin Cove and has a very natural feel to it. It contains a variety

of substrates such as gravel, rock and grass for the birds to enjoy, as well as a very large pool.

With 30 specially designed burrows, Sea World hopes to hear the waddle of little webbed-feet in

this year's breeding season. Penguin Point can house up to 60 birds and is a great attraction for

the kids. Ray Reef: Meet one of the ocean's most misunderstood inhabitantsÂ when you visit Sea

World's all new Ray Reef. Be amazed at the majestic Rays as they showcase their graceful ability

to manoeuvre underwater in their colourful Sea World home Ray Reef. Get up close and discover

the true nature of these wonderful creatures as you witness over 100 of these remarkable animals

flying and gliding' under the water. Guests of all ages will be invited to feed, touch and observe

these wonderful creatures in a truly interactive and educational exhibit. Visitors to Ray Reef will

also learn all about the Ray's place in the ocean eco system during one of the many live

educational presentations. Dolphin Nursery Pool: At the Dolphin Nursery Pool, Sea World's highly

successful breeding program has resulted in recent dolphin births. Guests have the chance to see

the young dolphins as they develop and grow under the protective watch of their mothers. Rescue

Point Lighthouse: Rescue Point Lighthouse highlights the features and achievements of the Sea

World Research and Rescue Foundation. Guests can visit the lighthouse and view displays on

some of the more interesting research projects the Foundation has funded and appreciate the

variety of strandings Sea World staff deal with. Seabird Rehabilitation Aviary: The Seabird

Rehabilitation Aviary is designed to house both our sea bird collection and those under care and

rehabilitation. Sea World's resident pelicans have a very successful breeding record; it is unusual

to see pelicans breed on the eastern coastline of Australia, as they normally travel to inland lake

systems to breed. Many of the sea birds housed in this area will never return to the wild due to

severe disabilities which have been caused mostly by mans' ignorance and careless ways. For

example, we have received pelicans that have had a broken wing from being caught in fishing line.

Their wings have since been amputated. Those that recover from their injuries are free to leave at

any time. Sea World Animal Adventures: (available at an additional cost) Sea World Animal

Adventures provide an exclusive opportunity to join Sea World's trainers in a unique interaction

with the Park's animals. Our once-in-a-lifetime experiences include an opportunity to get up close

and personal with sharks and marine life at Shark Bay, deep water and shallow water dolphin

encounters for adults and children, land and water based interactions with our fun loving seals or
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spending a day learning how the trainers at Sea World look after and train our dolphins. Rides:

Height/age restrictions: Different rides have various height and age restrictions. Castaway Bay:

Visit Sea World and experience a world of family fun in the all new Castaway Bay interactive

adventure zone. The exciting new $6 million family attractionÂ caters for kids of all ages and

features an amazing themed ride and fun filled child friendly play areas. The kids will love the

splashtacular Battle Boats ride with over 80 awesome water cannons. The little ones can climb,

crawl and clamber their way through The Sky Fortress featuring five fun filled levels of rope

bridges, tunnels and much more. And for the dare devils, the Sky Climb (pay as you play) will test

bravery and balance on a thrilling course 12 metres above the ground. Sea World's Castaway

BayÂ is an adventure for the whole family. Jet Rescue: Join the Sea World Rescue team on an

exciting mission to save our precious marine life on the all new Jet Rescue coaster. Climb aboard

your Jetski and zoom around the amazing track, flying and twisting past pristine rock pools at an

exhilarating 70km/hr. Then enter the dark and dangerous blowhole cave where a sea lion waits

desperately for your help. Blast through the cave and release the pressure, allowing the majestic

sea lion to escape to safety. Then return to Sea World as marine rescue heroes. ** Jet Rescue

does not operate in some weather conditions. Please contact Guest Services for further

information. Sea Viper: Remember everyone's favourite rollercoaster, the Corkscrew? Sea World

have given it a makeover to deliver an all new ride experience...Hang on to the edge of your seat

in the new Sea Viper coaster - with exciting new low profile carriages, you'll experience thrills on

the triple loop-the-loop track like never before. ** Sea Viper does not operate in some weather

conditions. Please contact Guest Services for further information. Sesame Beach Street: Sea

World brings the magic of Sesame Street to the Gold Coast! Australia's very first Sesame Street

attraction isÂ now openÂ at Sea World on the Gold Coast. The new multi million dollar attraction

features a host of rides, shows and attractions to entertain the young and old alike. Sesame Street

Beach includes newly themed rides such as Bert and Ernie's Big Dive; Oscar's Sweep the Beach;

Elmo's SeaÂ Subs; Big Bird Bounce; Zoe's Sub Splash; and The Cookie Monster Cup Carousel. It

is also home to everybody's favourite friends including Bert and Ernie, Big Bird, Zoe, Grover,

Cookie Monster and Elmo! Guests can also experience a live stage show Bert and Ernie's Island

Holiday featuring a full cast of characters singing and dancing up a storm. Sky High Skyway: For a

unique bird's eye view of the park, take the Sky High Skyway, which travels between the top of the

park and Planet SOS in 4-D, right in the heart of Sea World's fun-filled attractions. The Sky High

Skyway is an excellent way to view the parks many features including: Polar Bear Shores,Â

Sesame StreetÂ Beach, the Dolphin Nursery Pools and much more. Sea World Mono Rail: The

Sea World Mono Rail was the first mono rail system in Australia and takes visitors on a scenic trip

through the park. As an internal link with Sea World Resort, the Sea World Mono Rail is an

excellent means of navigating your way around the park, with convenient stops at the top of Sea

World and at the Water Park, as well as the Resort. Vikings Revenge Flume Ride: The Viking's

Revenge Flume Ride is a favourite for all ages. Passengers embark on a 460-metre floating ride

before a conveyor takes the Viking's boats to the battlements of the Castle for a fun-filled splash

down. Bermuda Triangle: The Bermuda Triangle is a million-dollar amazing adventure ride which

combines a mind-boggling array of special effects and state of the art technology, animatronics,
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lighting and fibre optic technology. Guests willing to take a trip into the unknown, are briefed

before boarding a "research probe", which whisks you away into the unknown. With plenty of

action and thrills for the whole family this is one ride not to be missed! Sea World Resort Water

Park: The perfect place to cool off is the Sea World Resort Water Park. TheÂ Sea World Water

Park is now part of Sea World Resort - making it the only resort in Australia to offer its very own

Water Park. Guests staying at Sea World Resort are able to enjoy free unlimited use of the

expansive 1.6 hectare Water Park. Sea World guests have the option to upgrade their day pass to

include use of the Resort's Water Park facilities for a small fee of AUD10.00 per adult and

AUD5.00 per child (aged 3-13 years inclusive). Sea World Annual PassÂ Members can use the

Resort's Water Park facilities FREE (excludes VIP Pass holders). If you are in the mood for

lounging by the pool, the area incorporates a large swimming pool as well as a custom kid's pool

with shallow water, mini slide and water fountains. A day at the Water Park can now be a more

leisurely experience thanks to seven poolside Cabanas. Perfect for families who enjoy spending

their days by the water, the Cabanas are a great way to relax and stay out of the sun while the

kids enjoy all the water fun! Cabana hire includes your own private and shaded space with 2

lounge chairs, a sofa, Pay TV, refrigerator, 8 soft drinksÂ and 4 beach towels. Bookings can be

made at the Water Park Admissions office, the Sea World Resort Tours Desk or by calling

133FUN. Shows: Pirates Unleashed: A new swashbuckling era has begun at Sea World with

PIRATES UNLEASHED! Experience this all new, fun filled live action adventure as two rival Pirate

crews find themselves in conflict, disrupting this once peaceful setting. Featuring impressive acts

of physical endurance, acrobatics, precision cutlas play and much more, PIRATES UNLEASHED!

is not to be missed. AGGRRRHH! We hope t' see you thar! Imagine: Imagine, an enchanting new

interactive Dolphin Show has opened at Sea World's Dolphin Cove. Delight at this unique and

wondrous presentation starring the world's most popular and endearing marine mammals. Set to a

beautiful musical score and featuring a series of exciting interactions, Imagine is both educational

and entertaining. Learn all about the beautiful Sea World dolphins while witnessing their amazing

agility and grace as they interact with their trainers at Dolphin Cove, the largest sandy bottom

lagoon ever built for dolphins. The five pools at Dolphin Cove contain more than 17 million litres of

water and the attraction includes a 2500 seat undercover viewing area. The habitat provides a

captivating stage for dolphin displays and presentations as well asÂ enhancingÂ the educational

elements which have come to be an integral part of Sea World's special brand of entertainment.

Fish Detectives: Sea World's all new show Fish Detectives follows on from the successful Quest

For The Golden Seal' and sees the return of characters Buddy' and Clawde' in an all new comedic

adventure. Big Al Baloney' rules the wharf and operates his fish store Alota Baloney' making big

profits by depleting the harbours fish supply. The time has come for Detective Sam Sweetlip' and

his dedicated team of crime fighting sea lionsÂ to band together to bring Baloney' to justice and

save the fish in the harbour. Laugh along with the crowd as our clever sea lionsÂ solve an

environmental crime in this wonderful new adventure. Fish Detectives shows twice daily at Sea

Lion Theatre only at Sea World. Happy Feet 3D: Put on your dancing shoes and boogie with

Mumble in the Happy Feet 3-D Experience at Sea World. Join Mumble on a journey of courage

and bravery as he discovers that his toe-tapping talent isn't a burden, but a gift to be treasured -
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and his dancing feet may ultimately save his endangered colony! Featured in digital 3-D, this is an

immersive experience for the whole family to enjoy. Sesame Street Beach Stage Show: Come and

see your favourite Sesame Street characters in a live Sesame Street Beach Stage Show- Bert and

Ernie's Island Holiday! Sing and laugh with Bert and Ernie, Big Bird, Zoe, Grover, Cookie Monster

and Elmo as they dance up a storm in Sesame Beach's Big Bird Theatre. Planet SOS: Sea

World's cutting edge 4-D presentation, Planet SOS, is an engaging animated adventure starring a

selection of endearing and stunningly realistic animal heroes, as they cope with the changing

conditions of their habitats: changes resulting from mankind's overuse of our planet's finite

resources. Children will love the enchanting animal stars and the awesome, interactive 4-D effects

specially designed to educate through entertainment. Return to hotel and Later in evening proceed

to an Indian restaurant to enjoy your buffet dinner (Commuting from/to restaurant on your own).

Overnight at hotel. 

Meals:Breakfast Lunch & Dinner  

Optional: N A

Day.4
Gold coast to Sydney

Today after breakfast check-out from Gold coast surfer’s paradise hotel and transfer to Gold

coast/Brisbane airport to catch your flight to Sydney. Arrive at Sydney airport, transfer (seat-in-

coach basis) to the hotel and check-in for an overnight stay. Sydney is the state capital of New

South wales that features the world’s largest natural harbors and iconic tourist destinations like

Sydney Opera house and Harbor Bridge. Upon arrival in Sydney, transfer to the hotel on seat in

coach basis. Check-in at the hotel. Later in evening proceed to an Indian restaurant to enjoy your

buffet dinner (Commuting from/to restaurant on your own). Overnight at hotel.

Meals:Breakfast Lunch & Dinner  

Optional: N A

Day.5
Sydney city tour 

Today after breakfast acoach will pick you up from your hotel for your transfer to Wheat road,

StreetSide behind Sydney Aquarium, Darling Harbour, the departure point of your tour. At 8.15 am

join your coach to commence a morning city Tour. See points of interest including The Rocks,

Sydney Opera House and visit MrsMacquaries Chair for superb views of the harbour and city

skyline. Journey to Bondi Beach, Australia's most famous surf beach, where you can wander

along the shoreline and dip your toes into the cool ocean. Next stop is the entrance of Sydney

Harbour, known as the Gap. A dramatic ocean cliff on the eastern coast of Sydney, the Gap

provides breathtaking views of the coastline. Return to Sydney through the famous suburbs of

Double Bay, Paddington and Kings Cross. Tour concludes at approximately 11.45am and you may

disembark at either Darling Harbour or Circular Quay. Later proceed to enjoy your Indian buffet

lunch at an Indian restaurant (Commuting from/to restaurant on your own). In evening proceed for

buffet Indian dinner at an Indian restaurant (Commuting from/to restaurant on your own).

Overnight at hotel. Optional activities: Combination of 2 tickets - choose from Sea Life Sydney

Aquarium, Wild Life Sydney Zoo, Madame Tussauds Sydney, Sydney Tower Eye, Manly Sea Life
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Sanctuary (No transfers included. Commute from/to hotel on your own). Sydney showboat - 03

hours Cabaret dinner cruise with Indian dinner (No transfers included. Commute from/to hotel on

your own). 

Meals:Breakfast Lunch & Dinner  

Optional: N A

Day.6
Sydney to Cairns.

Today after breakfast check-out from Sydney hotel and proceed to airport to catch your flight to

Cairns. Upon arrival in Cairns you shall be transferred from (seat-in-coach basis) to the hotel and

check-in for an overnight stay.Later in evening proceed to an Indian restaurant to enjoy your buffet

dinner (Commuting from/to restaurant on your own). Overnight at hotel.

Meals:Breakfast Lunch & Dinner  

Optional: N/A

Day.7
Green Island cruise including lunch.

Today after breakfast proceed for 1 day Green island cruise with lunch. A Big Cat Green Island

Cruises coach will pick you up from your hotel for your transfer to the Reef Fleet Terminal, the

departure points of your cruise. Board your Big Cat vessel to commence a full day cruise to Green

Island. Big Cat is a modern air-conditioned 35 metre catamaran which takes just over one hour to

cruise to Green Island. Enjoy over 5 hours on Green Island with many activities such as the choice

of a glass bottom boat tour or snorkeling equipment for the day, a fish feeding display, self-guided

island walks or simply relax on the white sandy beach. Enjoy lunch onboard. Cruise concludes at

approximately 5.00pm, at which time hotel drop offs will commence. Inclusions: ?Green Island

catamaran cruise. ?Snorkeling demonstration. ?Choice of reef viewing by glass bottom boat or the

use of snorkeling equipment for the day (both options available at an extra cost). ?Snorkeling

equipment deposit required. ?Fish feeding display. ?5 hours on Green Island. ?Transfers from

Cairns accommodation. ?All taxes and charges. Later in evening proceed to an Indian restaurant

to enjoy your buffet dinner (Commuting from/to restaurant on your own). Overnight at hotel. 

Meals:Breakfast Lunch & Dinner  

Optional: N/A

Day.8
Departure from Sydney

After breakfast, your arrangements conclude with a departure transfer to Sydney airport. We hope

you had a wonderful vacation!!

Meals:Breakfast 

Optional: N A

..........

Inclusions
* 03 night’s accommodation in Gold coast at ‘Alpha sovereign hotel (138 Ferny Avenue, Surfers

Paradise QLD 4217) - 3.5* star or similar, Mantra legends hotel (Corner Surfers Paradise

Boulevard and Laycock Street, Surfers Paradise QLD 4217) - 4* star or similar, Paradise resort
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(122 Ferny Avenue, Surfers Paradise QLD 4217) - 3.5* star or similar..

*02 night’s accommodation in Sydney at ‘Oaks Goldsborough apartments (243 Pyrmont Street,

Darling Harbor NSW 2009)– 3.5* star or similar. Travelodge hotel Sydney (Corner Wentworth

avenue and Goulburn street)– 3* star or similar. Park Regis city center (27 Park Street, Sydney

NSW 2000) – 3.5* star or similar..

*02 night’s accommodation in Cairns at ‘Bay Village tropical retreat (Corner Gatton And Lake

Streets, Cairns QLD 4870) – 3.5* star or similar, Pacific hotel Cairns (43 The Esplanade, Cairns

QLD 4870) – 4* star or similar, Park Regis City Quays (6 Lake St, Cairns City QLD 4870,

Australia) – 4* star or similar..

*07 buffet breakfasts in hotels..

*01 lunches in Indian restaurants (Veg/Non-veg/Jain meals) after Sydney city tour with transfers

on seat in coach basis..

*03 lunch coupons or buffet lunch in Movie world, Sea world and Green island cruise..

*07 dinners in Indian restaurants (Veg/Non-veg/Jain meals) commuting from/to restaurant on your

own..

*Transfers from Brisbane/Gold cost airport to Gold coast hotel on seat in coach basis (Pvt coach)

for groups..

*Return transfers from hotel to Movie worldon seat in coach basis (Pvt coach) for groups..

*Return transfers from hotel to Sea worldon seat in coach basis (Pvt coach) for groups..

*Transfers fromGold Coast hotel to Gold coast/Brisbane airport on seat in coach basis (Pvt coach)

for groups..

*Transfers from Sydney airport to Sydney hotel on seat in coach basis (Pvt coach) for groups..

*Transfers from Sydney hotel to Sydney airport on seat in coach basis (Pvt coach) for groups..

*Transfers from Cairns airport to Cairns hotel on seat in coach basis (Pvt coach) for groups..

*Transfers from Cairns hotel to Cairns airport on seat in coach basis (Pvt coach) for groups..

*Movie world entrance tickets with lunch coupons..

*Sea world entrance tickets with lunch coupons..

*Green island cruise tour with lunch..

*Sydney city tour on seat in coach basis (Pvt coach) for groups/for FIT on shuttle coach basis..

..........

Exclusions
*GST 5.00% over and above the Tour Cost mentioned.

*Any applicability of new taxes from Government.

*Any Airline tickets.

*Any upgrade to hotel room category,if required.

*Cost of Insurance,if required.

*Cost of Pre/Post tour hotel accommodation,if required.

*Any extra expense such as route change, Airline change, Date change, Accommodation facilities,

etc incurred due to the unforeseen, unavoidable forced majeure circumstances during the tour

Porterage (coolie charges), laundry, telephone charges, shopping, wines and alcoholic beverages,

mineral water, items of personal nature and food or drink which is not part of a set group menu.
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*Any extra cost incurred on behalf of an individual due to illness, accident, hospitalisation, or any

personal emergency.

*Any up gradation in Airline class or hotel room category..

*Anything specifically not mentioned in the ‘tour price includes’ column.

*Any extra expense such as route change, Date change, Accommodation facilities, etc incurred

due to the unforeseen, unavoidable forced majeure circumstances during the tour..

*Any services or activity charges other than those included in the tour itinerary/ Holiday Package

Offer.

..........

Hotel Details & Price

..........

Highlights
*Australian delight.

..........

Sightseeing
Australian delight

..........

Terms & Conditions
*For your international Travel , The Passport of passengers should have the validity of minimum 6

months (from the date of return) and two or more blank pages for visa stamp..

*The above rate quoted to you is at present & may subject to change at the time of booking

without prior notice..

*Airfare component if it is added in the package given to you , then it is subject to seat availability

& Price can change at the time of confirmation.

*The rooms/services are available at the moment but not blocked/confirmed. We request you to

advise us the confirmation in writing at the earliest for us to block/confirm all the services..

*In case of Non availability of Hotel Rooms a similar category Hotel will be provided.

*Confirmation depends on room availability upon your placing of booking to us..

*Credit card payments are subject to 3% bank charges..

*No Change in Itinerary once confirmed will be honored unless otherwise given in writing..

Hotel Name Star Twin Sharing Child With Bed Child Without Bed

hotel 3 Rs.80,942 Rs.80,942 Rs.80,942

Australian delight
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*No verbal commitments will be honored unless otherwise given in writing..

*Alternative Hotel/Room will be given; if the above quoted hotel/room type is not available, every

effort will be made to ensure rate quoted remain same upon confirmation, however, surcharge is

unavoidable should higher room category / different category of hotel is given, due to quoted

hotel/room type is fully booked. .

*The offers are valid till for time being only & unless otherwise specified..

*Extension of stay would be subject to availability and on pro-rata basis and as of best rate of the

day..

*Rates for all hotels in India are in Indian Rupees for Indian Nationals, the variance would be for

Foreign Nationals. International Hotels/services as quoted by the suppliers and standard rate of

exchange would apply..

*In case of Tours quoted with sightseeing places, the cost does not cover monument entrée fees,

photography charges and others if any..

*General Cancellation Policy will apply for the respective Hotels / Services.

*No amendments possible once land arrangements have been confirmed.

*No refund for partly unutilized tickets. No refund for .

*Granting or rejecting visas and immigration clearance is the sole prerogative of the concerned

sovereign governments and we can only facilitate in the entire process. We shall neither be

responsible in case of non-granting of such documents. Even if the visas are rejected, cancellation

charges / fees shall be payable by the Client. There will be no refund, if the Clients, or any

member of his party, is unable to travel due to the said reasons..
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